
DECEMBER 2018 - WITH YOUR SPECIAL HOST OLE DAMMEGÅRD

Dear friend,
At the moment I am on tour in Sweden my new 'tour manager' who goes under
the name of Johnny Cash, due to his endevours to defend cash and transcend
the dark cashless agenda. We are doing 4-6 hour JFK-presentations in multiple
locations, meeting wonderful and amazing individuals everywhere, so beautiful,
open minded are aware, ready to do whatever they can to be part of creating a
fantastic future together. This is also the reason why this newsletter is a little
late, my apologies.

Last night we got in bed a 2am, up again at 7am and are now in the car on our
way to the next presentation. So many are in the process of waking up, both
regarding enhanced awareness as well as spiritually. I feel blessed to be part of
this adventure.

Last night's presentation performed in a fantastic perfume
laboratory, reminding me of Mr White's meth lab in Breaking Bad

Since we last spoke, yet another month has passed, with additional new false
flags, at an ever incredible lack of quality. I have added some new, favorite crisis
actors on my all time top Ten list of crap performers.

Now lean back, grab a coffee and let's get going :-).



GEORGE BUSH TO REPTILE HEAVEN

So the time has come to say bye-bye to one of the most evil and demonic
people in modern times, George Herbert Walker Bush. Knowing what I know
about his horrific actions over the years, I sure would be lying if I say I will miss
him. So bless you and farewell, dear mr Mass Murderer. Have a nice trip to
reptile heaven or wherever you are going, I am sure you will not be cold nor
have a problem with local heating. Thank you for having woken up and brought
together so many wonderful people through your hideous acts and satanic
violence. The world will be a better place without you.

'NO PRAYERS - I WANT GUN CONTROL!!'
BORDERLINE CRISIS ACTORS' GALORE

I absolutely LOVE this woman, the mother of an alleged victim.
Please click on the image to hear her speech. Really reminds me of
Christine Leinonen, a mother at the alleged Orlando Pulse Shooting

Busy month once again, this time with recycling of crisis actors, etc. Please also
notice the use of names of these alleged violent events, like Borderline, Paradise
Fires, Camp Fires, etc.

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=0c1b560990&e=2fdd6a7abd


Remember Christine Leinonen, one of my all-time-favourites?

Strange freemasonic feeling with this pyramid shaped motive

Some 50 of the club guests were also at the Las Vegas Shooting

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=7aedf6c659&e=2fdd6a7abd


Totally devastated due to the loss of close friends...?

Interviewed about the death of a close relative. Duping delight?

I just want to point out Disneyland as a possible future target



DIRECTED FIRES STRAIGHT FROM HELL

How lucky - some celebrities' houses completely untouched

My heart is breaking for the people in California, who now has been the long
lasting targets for extremely sinister attacks according for Agenda 21-30, a
strategic cleansing started with airborne lasers and Directed Energy Weapons.
The precision has been astonishing with the total destruction of so many houses
and cars, while at the same time plants, trees and things of plastic are left
untouched. An interesting fact is that specific houses seems miraculously
untouched even through the nearby neighboring builds have been leveled with
the ground. Several of these saved luxury properties belongs to celebrities like
the actor Anthony Hopkins. It would be very very interesting to put together a
list of these lucky owners and see if we can find any patterns and top level
connection between them.

Are we to believe that trees burning from inside out is normal?



A week before(!) the first fires, FOX showed this interview with a laser expert,
bragging about their new weaponry and its' deadly destructive powers

And how about this 'melted' bridge and asphalt road...

Is this a normal result of fire and heat?

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=2009791cf8&e=2fdd6a7abd


Bizarre melting of metals is a common sight

All the buildings and properties completely leveled

What happened to all the people driving these cars?



Mysterious light beams from above have been reported repeatedly

Everything destroyed by fire, except plastic objects

Would a forrest fire be able to turn over heavy vehicles?

THE TRIGGERING SHOES KEEP APPEARING

Melbourne; how can you loose both your shoes and your socks?



As mentioned so many times before, it seems like the shoe image has been used
for decades in combination with traumatic emotional events, as an additional
mass mind control trigger, to keep us in constant fear mode. Now thousands of
people have become aware of it, making it harder for the dark forces, thus now
possibly trying to make a subtle transition to bicycles as an alternative trigger.
Here are a few recent examples.

Copenhagen, Denmark; an alleged attack not far from a mosque

Las Vegas, USA; a shoe bracelet at the 1 year memorial

New York, USA; interviewed about a case of road rage in Brooklyn



The UK; At an alleged motorbike crash site in Westheimer

The USA: 'Human foot' found in a Nike trainer, near Newberg

CNN USA; Shoe and bloody pants to illustrate NRA conflict. Why..?



A bullet is said to have hit the gun - but where is the spotlight aimed?

A victim of three (!!) different terrorist attacks,
now available as an audio book. Love his name as well

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=e6685564bf&e=2fdd6a7abd


And while we are at it, here is yet another example of the increasing
bicycle attacks - in my opinion all part of the NWO's attempt of a

smooth transition from shoes to bikes as mass mind control triggers

ONE OF MY RECENT INTERVIEWS

As requested, here is a link of one of my recent interviews, this time with my
Brother and dear friend, whistle blower Willem Felderhof.

An extremely important interview that might save your life

HEAL WITH LOVE

Please note that my intention is not to scare or spread fear, but instead to inform
with the hope that my newsletters will help to give a clearer overview of what
happened or is happening so that we can take our power back.

We all deserve so much better.
It's time to stop the madness and

heal the world with love.

Whenever I need to get back in balance, I often listen to my wonderful raja-yoga
teacher Nalanie Harilela Chellaram. Click on the image below to watch her talk
'Turning Bitter Into Sweet'. For more info, please visit http://www.sisproject.org.

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=f5e783fc9d&e=2fdd6a7abd
https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=c0e42f71fd&e=2fdd6a7abd
https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=418dca6561&e=2fdd6a7abd


See you again on January 1, 2019!!!

Please support Ole Dammegard and his ground breaking research:
Light On Conspiracies: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com
Donations: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/sponsorship-donations
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/lightonconspiracies
Membership: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/membership-signup
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ole.dammegard
Ole's Supporters: https://www.facebook.com/groups/265343440850488
Twitter: @lightonconspira
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/oledammegard
BitTube: https://bit.tube/LightOnConspiracies
Guest book: Guestbook
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